Fun in the sun, and the pool, for dogs

*By Kansas Reflector* and *The Wichita Eagle*

**LEFT:** Izatia, a Chihuahua wears her glasses while the Dog Days of Summer, an annual warm for dogs at College Hill Pool that benefits the Kansas Humane Society. See a gallery of photos from Dog Days at Kansas.com.

**BELOW:** The College Hill Pool was packed with humans and canines for the Dog Days of Summer on Monday.

---

**Andover schools opt local budget vote ties**

By Amy Renee Leiker

The Andover school district's local option budget increase may pass after all. But the school district lies in two counties, and the second, Sedgwick County, still has to decide, and that has all of the votes in the Andover school district, but none of the votes in Sedgwick County where the school district lies. Sedgwick County will tally and report its remaining votes, which will determine whether the school district's local option budget passes. The school district's local option budget would raise taxes, and the school district in Sedgwick County has already counted its remaining votes, which will determine whether the school district's local option budget passes. The school district's local option budget would raise taxes, and the school district in Sedgwick County has already counted its remaining votes.